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SECTION

INTRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMARY

A. Or'anization and in _ention'of Report
F

The purpose of this,report is to present and prioritize the

Major environmental, safety, and social /institutional issues 'asso-

ciated with the further development of Solar Total Energy Systems

(STES). Solar total energy systems represent a specific appliCa-

tion of the Federally-f4nded solar technologies. To provide a

background for this analythis, the basiC concepts of STES are re-

viewed, as are their resource requirements. The potential effects

of these systems on the full range of environment concerns (e.g.

air and water quality, biosystems, safety,. social/insbitutional

Structures, etc.) are then discussed in terms of both their rela-

tive significance and possible solutions. Although the develop-
y:

ment of STES will contribute to environmental problems common to

any construction project or energy producing technology

air pollutants resulting from cooling tower "drift"), only those

-impacts unique to the solar portion_of the technology will be dis-

cussed in depth. Finally, an environmental work plan is presentedi

listing research and development proposals and a NEPA work plan

which might help clarify and/or alleviate specific environmental

problems.

lient Environmental and Safety

Since STES are still largely in the developmental phase, .the'

potential environmental issues presented here and in Section IV

of this report are based essentially on technical subsystems

studies, extrapolation, and, in some cases, conjecture. The co

pletion of the 5 MW (thermal) Solar Thermal Test Facility and

-1-



a number of total-ene_y syste demonstration iroj ects.in the

near future should, however, provide the basis for a more de-

tailed and precise assessment of the environmental impacts of

STES.

1. Misdire ted Solar Radiation

Misdirected solar radiation from the heliostat field of .

small scale central receiver STE plants i_s perhaps the greatest

potential safety impact associated with STES technology. Result-

ing from the emergency or accidental defocusing of the helio-
.

stat field from the central receiver unit, concentrated and

focused solar radiation cane an invisible but serious,

potent danger. This misdirected radiation can callse fires,

burns, and serious glare problems with possible eye damage.

To protect against possible eye damage and glake problems,

plant personnel may be required to wear protective goggles.

This problem. could be complicated by the proximity of the

electric plant to local populations Provisions for an rest"

or "face down" position for the heliostats may alleviate some

potential dangers resulting from misdirected solar radiation.

Finally, both terrestrial and overhead "exclusion areas" could

prevent people from being Subjected to the hazards of this

phenomenon.

Proximity of STES4t(Li Local- Populations

The potentia4 l imp acts associated with STES take on added

significance because of the proximity of the energy producing

and storage .subsystems to local populations (whether residents

or industrial workers). Unlike solar thermal electric 'cen-

tral station powerplants, which usually would be located in

sparsely inhabited rural areas because of their r Llatively



larte land; 1-2 square miles (3-5 km2) per MWe for

A

d
the central receiver configuration], STES installations, would be

sited in relati&ly highly populated residential comrnun$ties or

industrial areas whenever sufficient land is available. Thus their

potential for impacting area inhabitants is much greater, especially

in tbeeven of system failures. The proper delineation of

clusion areas and adequate fencing would significahtly reduce the-
,

likelihood of serious safety problems such as those arising from

glare or fluid leakage. Certain protective devices such as goggles

could sci help to alleviate potential hazards for industrial per-

sonne_ who work both within or near the energy producing plant.

Finally, adequate eucation of workers and/or local inhabitants

as to the potential safety hazards of STES would prove he ful

in avoiading.injuries.

The above are believed to be the primary potential problems

associated with the ,further development,of solar total energy

. systems. These problems may,be,offset by a number of beneficial

aspects related to STES development. As an alternative energy

technology, STES are designed to displace to a certain extent

fossil fuel combustion and/or nuclear power generation. ' Thus

STES development can be expected 'to result in less air, water,

end thermal pollution than corrsp4ndinq conventional systems.

In addition, solid waste generation (e.g., ash, scrubber sludges
I

radioactive wastes) 'would be significantlylks and thus disposal

prob0ms would be reduced. The latter would Most likely compensate

for the relative land intensiveness of STES. Thus the benefits

of STES development may balance Or outweigh the potential environ-

mental and social.costs when all factors are cor4idered.

1. Working Fluid Impacts

Various working, heat transfer, a_d storage fluids ;uct1

as hydrocarbon oils and salt sol tiF)ns are options for use in



STES. The accidental or emergency release of,.these sub - ,

stanees into the local environment coup resilt in potentially

serious pollution .and safety hazards. From the- safety standpoint,
.

fire represents perhaps the greatest hazard. Some of the-, sub

.stances contained in these fluids are highly flammable, especi-

ally 'when exposed-to the atmosphere. The release of certain of

these fluids could contaminate local water supplies and also

damage the ecosystem. Proper system ontrol and maintenance

should control fluid leakages./ Selection of the least flam-

mable and toxic working fluids sliould alleviate both potential

fire and pollution problems. Finally, adequate chmical /fluid

management can control-possible impacts f both accidental and
).

intentional fluid'roleaSe Such problems are not anticipated

if solar total energy.systems operate using water, steam, or,

perhaps in the long run various inert gases.

4. Impacts on Utilities

The deployment of STES could significantly impact local

utilities and utility/consumer relations. An STES employing.

,a fossil fuel-fired backup system would imply complete indepen-

dence from the utility network. In the case of industrial STES
...,-

A

installations, the utility would be most likely lose cheaper base

load demand rather than the Mere expensive peaking demand. Thus

revenues would be reduced,'but expensive peaking capacity would

still have to be maintained.

c
Sola- total energy systems which rely on utility-supplied

1

auxiliary ewer may incur pricing schemes which penalize inter-

mittent c ±ymers, because utility companies claim that they must

still etain full generating capacity in order to meet demand during

periods of extended severe weather when most solar/storage systems

will not operate. The :'onstruction and maintenance'of little-
('used generating capacity is an expensive proposition W7ri-e44/would

significantly strain the profitability of most utility companies.



Finally,-certain legal ro6lems may arise concerning a
4 .

'utility's legal monopoly on he, generation of electricity. In-

stallati.gps which employ STES and thus-produce their own elec-

-tricitywould have to seek and, obtain permission for this purpose,
from.the

7
proper Federal, State, and local regulatory authorities

.

Thus, careful attention should ire. given to the development

of alternative rate structuret which would not penalize STES

consumers-and at the same time enable utilitie: suf-
ficient revenues and Profits. Contractual arrangdMents may be
worked out whereby

'V
an TES installation would proevide excess elec-

,

trical power to the utility. Hopefully, this would enable .the

litter to reduce its generating capacity to a limited extent.

Legal constraints ray exist regarding of -site sale of elec-
tricity; therefore; the deVelopment 6. T S will require-work-

_ing within or modifying such constrai ts.



4SECTION II

SOLAR TOTAL /%1ERGY SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY

O 41.

A. General Concepts

P

The general concept behind solar total energy syst is
e-

one of "cascading" energy use. This essentially involve i the

utilization of waste heatfrom one builling energyrunction to

fuel another building energy fUnction requiring 1oWer

temperature energy. This sequential. usage, or casdadi
1

thermal energy typically re alts in.greater overall sy -em

efficiency than conventional separate-fUnction systems, primarily

,because unused or waste energy is kept to a minimum. For examplei

average electri'd power generation cycles operate-at 25 to 35 per-

cent efficiency,: whereas a solar total energy, system is capable
.

of overall energy utilization (electrical plus thermal) in the

60 to 70 percent range.
1/ Solar total energy systems are an

application of solar energy technologies. As an application; total'
- ,

energy systems may employ various solar technologies to achieve

the desired functions- of a given system.
.

-,....,

The solar total energy conceptmay employ a distribut44

collector configuration or a central receiver system to collect the

solar. energy which is tnen used to power an electrical generator.
-4,

The waste heat' 'from this process is then stored and/or used tb,

meet building heating cooling, and hOt water needs which require

relatively lower temperatures than the initial electrical power

generating function:

This concept can theoretically be appli'd'to a sin-le

building, an indust ial installation,__an array of detaed

buildings (e -g, si-gle family residences)loi4 a mixed-load

ommanity consistAngof residences and buildings of various sizes

d heating/cooling loads. The system, however, is sublect to
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imum a d maximum size canstraints owing to the extended
collector land area and piping requirements for a large system,
and to the high'coste of electricity,generation -and storage.

for a single small building,

the following analysis s_based on a system consisting

of 1,000-identical detached single family residences; and essen",
tially folloWs the Sandia Laboratories design.

1/
Figure

illustrates schematically the Sandia solar tote.). energy concept,

B.-

The subsystems of,solar total energy systems can be divided
into two basic functions: electrical power generation and space,
conditioning. The electric Power generation function can be
performed via the application of a number of solar technologies.

These basically =include solar-thermal electritc (STE) systems
such-as th centrarYeceiver and distributed collector designs.

Other solar electiiic generating technologies are applicable to
solgr total energy systems. These include photovoltaic cells which

) )

generate efAcericity via photoelectron mechanisms. The waSte heat

from these reactions can then be .used to heat a working fluid for space

conditioning applications. 'ho STE technologies will be briefly

described below since they are the systems bei5g primarily

investigated by ERICA for total Energy system applications.

Finally, the're will follow a desdription of the. remaining

c

sub-

systems necessary for spate conditioning and completion, of the

total energy cy le. /

1. Solar' thermal Electric Power Generation

SA-sic Concepts

)

The basic concept underlying solar thermal electric power
.

generation is the utilization of solar radiation to heat a work-
,
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ing fluid to a high enough temperature so that it can be used

either directly or indirectly to power a turbine which will in

turn drive an electrical power generator, thus producing elec-
;

tricit.

To attain the high temperatures required for this application,

concentrated, direct solar radiation is usually necessary (diffuse
radiation cannot be _oused), thus signifying the need for

some sort of focusing collector configuration. TWo methods '

presently exist for attaining these requisife, temperatures in

working fluid quantities large enough for electric power genera-

tion: the distributed collector system and the central receiver

b. s_ributed Collector

Distributed collectors refersto a system which employs

multiple collection centers for solar/radiation as opposed to

the single collection point used in the central receiver

system. The basic configuration of the distributed collector

system is a series of modular cylindrical-(parabolic) or seg-
Y
mentel mirror focusing collectors 'with an interconnected

alDosrber pipe network to carry the solar-heated working fluid
to the heat exchanger unit. inse'ries of circular parabolic

,dish concentrators with imterconnected piping is an alternative
distributed collector configuration. At the collector piping

termination point the working fluid is used to generate steam

or some -)ther superheated turbine fluid in order to power the
turbogeneraror. -3incc distributed collectors -Focus direct

solar radiation on tic 1bHorber, thy must incorporate at least
a one-dimensional movement onchanism for purposes of tracking
the st- across tho'



Distributed collector systems are generally dosigned to

operate with working fluid- temperatures in the vicinity of

550(1'17' 700°F (2851- 7i70°C). [However, the Elevelopment of

secondary concentrators:could conceivably increase these oper-

atdngtemperatures to -930°F (-500°C).] In total energy Sys-
,

toms, the design is aimod at maximizing the efficiency of tur-
bine operation. If in doing this the available rejected heat

is ,inufficient Lo ref heating loads part of the time, then

A portion of the woi'king'Ll uid s by-Yssed to be used in
heatind-or a separc0-.e low temperature c011ector system
utitized.

The working fluids currently under consideration for use

in these systems include high molecular weight oils such as

Monsanto's Therminol HTTEC (a eutectic of potassium nitrate,

sodium nitrite, and Sodium nitrate), high pressure water, 'and

. high tempera Lure steam..

Distributed collector systems ,can inco _orate a thermal

storage subsystem. ThiS subsystem usually employs sensible

heat energy storage, generally making use of oil or water as

the medium. The placement and function of the storage-

subsystems will be discussed below.

The turbogenerator and heat rejection subsystems employ

technology which is currently in wide use in Conventional fossil

fuel-fired electric generatincplants.

Because of Cnoir limited working fluid temperatures,

pumping losses due to extended absorber piping, and con-

sequent. lower conversion efficiencies, clistri4=4ted collector,

systems are not ideally suited to large scale power generation.

Thus it has been widely concluded that the central receiver

system offers the most economic application of solar thermal

orirgy to the production oE electricitv.

=In-



c. Central Receiver

The central receiver system focuses all at the incoming

direct solar radiation on a siizigle point rather than along the

length of an absorber pipe. Consequently, sig cantly higher

temperatures are atLainablo with -this system then -with distribufed
a_collectors. These .higher to-II-met:atm es [upwards of 1004-F- a40c-. ]

a-kso result in greater overall conversion at tvpi-
,

. cally around (24 percent, Cur the central receiver system.

The basic system configuration involves the use of arrays,

of tracking reflecting mirrors called helioStats, which focus':

solar en4rgy on a-L=;ingle large reeeiver mounted atop a tower.

The working fluid contained in the receiver is heated-by the

focused solar energy and then piped to the turbogenerator unit

(usually located where it is used either directly or indirectly

to power a conventional turbine and generate electricity).

Thu central recelNrer nonsits of five main sub:-

systems:

a collector eancon traitor -0_113ystem to

energy;

Luce iyr heat tranfor subsystem to convert

soiuir eneruy to 'thoimal energy;

3) an eJetrical lipower generation subsystem to convert:

thermal energy to electrical -;.,nercly;

4) a therma] storage .=;111.--),.=;Lom to no periods when

air-eL nolar radinrion Ls noL availdhle, and, op-
/

Lionn[ly,

5) an on-site convontional backup or auxiliary sys-
.

tem omploeine Fesnil fuel-fired boilers to insure

The jumtilpositLior ut raesu subsystems wiIT vary wben-cen--

Pr i1 Le,:hisloai- in -inHaed Lo olar total onerqv systems



(1) Col le4o/Concen -.r,11 tor Subsystem

The collector/concentr tor subsystem has aS its basic

function the .interception-, concentration, and redirection of

direct solar radiation to te 1receiver/heat transeer subsysti:
W As noted above, this suystecunsists of a field of arr(yed

holiostats and a trackil'Ag Nont ol syStem used to maintiiin

tinuous focus qn the central receiver. Unlike distributed col-
.

lectors, the heliostats Of the currently most attractive Central

rieceiVer,system must' track the sun in at le!--;t two dimensions.

4--
(2) Recei'ver/Heat=Transter Subsystem

The receiver/heat transfer subsystem collects the redirected

solar radiatlon from the heliostats and transfers the solar

eneryy to the working fluid. The fluid is then transoorted to

the electrical power generation subsystem where, the thermal
!

nPer igy is used to power a' turbine.

The subsystem_popsists of the receiver support tower, the
receiver and boiler units, and the working Eluid, which may or
may hot be the game as the turbine working fluid..

Support towers will vary in height and may be constructed
of either steel or reJnforced concrete. In addition to suppIrt-''

4

'inq the receiver unlL, the -tower will also contain transfer
piping and a maintenance leeess.

The receiver units presently under development im!ricludeo
basic designs: the planar or direct open receiver and the cavity
type receiver. in rile planar configuration, the absorbing sur-
face is placed in the open at the focus of the heliostat field.
In this position it radiates aria, convects heat openly to the
Liairrnunding a_Lr.



To counter the heat loss of an open piana bD(.0:?,i-ver, the

cavity concept employs an enclosed receive -r unith an _per-
/

ture(s) placed at the focal point(s) . The focus-A solar iadi

ation passes through the aperture and strikes the absorbing

surface' within. Since the outside cavity walls are heavily
.Ansulated, heat lossis reduced to that lost through the aper-

pure

Boiler tubes containincq the working fluid are welded to

the r.eeiver membran(t in a manner similar to standard fossil

fuel boilers. Redirected sclar radiation from the heliostat,

field strikes the receiver /membrane andl.tubing, thus heatin,(47

the'workino fluid flowing within the tubes.

The choice of working fluids depends upon the type of

electrical power generation subsystem in use,, the temperatpres

required to power the turbine, coat, and environmental cocerns.

Presently under consideratiori* as central receiver working (fluids

are water/steam (which can be used directly in ,a Railkine cycle

electrical power generation subsystem as the turbine working flu-

id) and Various salt solutions such as HITEC. The hydrocarbon

oils mentioned in conjunction with the distributed colletr sys-

tems generally cannot operate it ferppetatures ,greater thafl (550°F

( 34 0°( )

(10 Electrical Power Generation Subsystem

Tin electric power generation subsystem interconnects the

solar thermal conversion and conventional electric power con-

era Lion teehnologiesi, The main function of this subsystem As

ti transform the ,JrcIJI energy' from the receiver/heat transfer

subsystem (the soljtr heated working fluicfl into electrical

power. 'At present, the Rankine cycle is most applicable to

solar total enern system use.

The Rankine system is firjii I developed and is used tr

generate mi.c.ftof the electricity 4roduced today. central

#-1



-receiver blout designs presently envisioa.the use of a Rankine

cycle electrical power (Leneration subsystem with superheated

steam as the turbine working fluid. tioilerfeckh.sm.ter is passed.

through boiler and superheater tubes in the receivor/boiler unit

where it is heated by incomina solar radiation to saturated and

superheated steam. ThL4.,,supc-trheated steam is then piped down

to the electrical newer 'Llenleration subsystem at the tower base

where it is used directly to power the turbogenerator unit and

produce eleetricitv. Superheated steam in excess of the amount

needed to power Lho(turblne is used to !'charge" the few temper-
;

aturo thermal storage system which,- in *turn, supplies space

heating anCt-coolind (see below). The tuirbodenerator unit will

ens; [u conventional wet or dry coo-ing towers for exce,$s waste

heat rejection to the atmosphere, .if necessary. The ttirbine.

condensate (r'econdensed sbent steam) is returned to the boiler

feedwater Flow lino for teheating.

The use of a boiler working Fluid which is different from

the heat transfer fluid will require a secondary loop using heat

transferred via hurt exchanger unit. The rest of the electrical

power generation subsystem operates in the same. manner as above.

(4' Thermal Storage Subsystem

Solar'total energy systems will typically employ two thermal

storage units: a high temperature system and a low temperature

system (see below)). The general function of the thermal storage

subsystem is to store thermal energy generated by the collctor.

concentrator and receiver /heat transfer subsystems in excess of

that required [ot normal blunt operatiVn,.and to supply this

stored energy as a buffer at times when direct solar radiation is

not available (i.e., because oF cloud cover or darkness). In the

high temperature storage s pteNil, this involves using Ole stored
.

thermal energy La heat the turbine working Fluid temperatures to

the 'level nt.!cessary to power the turbine Nrilen sufficient temper-



atures for this purpose cannot be generated directly by the

receiver and'boiler using the focused solar radiation from the

heliostat field. As noted above, the low temperature storage

system stores 'waste heat from the turbogenerator and distrib

utes this heat for space_- nditiohing and domestic hot water

applications .

At present - , 'thermal storage technology employs the sensi le

heheat- .transfer and/or latent heat oft` properties of various

storage "media." 'The latter method involves a.yhase'change

and makes use of the relatively narrow freeze-thaw temperature

ranges 6f selebted materials such as eutectic salts [for ex-
:

mdiAeln- sodiuM hydroxide (NaOH)- and potassfuw hydroxide

(KOH)].. Sensible heat storage does not involve a phase change
A

but makes use of the high specific heat properties of such ma-

terials as rock and hydrocarbon oils.

These storage media are held-in storage tanks. In the

charge mode, solar heated working fluid (V..e., superheated steam)

generated by the receiver subsystem and in excess of the amount

needed to power the turbine is diverted to the high temperature

storage subsystem and enters the storage Lank. The working

fluid then transfers heat via heat exchan1(:: r.s to the , or rock a-

or causes the eutectic salt solutions to melt. When storage power

is required, the process it reversed with the oil'or rock trans-

ferring I at back to the boiler'feedwater and the salts freezing,

thus releasing heat to the feedwaber to produce the requisite

turbine operating temperatures (i.e., superheated steam).

The higNa'6wperatu e storage bsystem is placed con-

ceptually between the collector and electric power generator

systems It typically makes use of sensible heat thermal energy
,

storage and is designed to store flu-fd at the required turbine i

let temperature. In the Sa7dia distributed collector concepts',



Therminot 66, a hydrocarbon oil and the collector working fluid,

is also used as the., high temperature storage mediN and is stored

602°F'(316°C), which is the design collector fluid outlet/at

turbine inlet temperatur0. 'The system is sized in relation

LO th4coliecter area, and is capable of; at most, overnight

storage at the design temperature. Fluid sensible heat

#storage typically involves the use of a properly sized and

insulated l ifid story tark.

The low c-_,!mipo_rature storage subsystem is designed to store

the waste heat from the electric power generation subsystem for

use -in building heatinc-,--/cooling, and hot water applications.

Since'the temperatures are4tower, the Sandia design employs

water as the low temperature sonsiblekhea- stornqe media.

the use off an insulated Fluid storage tank is required-.
;

Again,

2. Total Energy System Applications Using Solar The- _al Ele'ctri
Power

a. Electrical Power Generation subsystem

The Ws..nkine cyc2 turbine system is used for electrical

generation, employing the heat generated by _e collectOr

subsystem and/or availa,ble f:rom high temperature stoqTge. The

turbine and' generator are proprlYsied to meet- electHeit;

demand, and are designd.to'operate at thetmaximum,attainable

NPfficiencies. The waeddeheat front the turbine is used to provide

al or some of the heat for -sating, coolng, an hot'water

purposes.

The Sandia distributed col -c-tor system employs superheated

toluene as the turbine_working fLuid1. Inlet temperatures from

the collector/storage fluid nf 602°F (316°C) are required, and

the condenser temperature is sot at 200o
o

-P (93-C) to allow for

cooling waLer temperatures of.=190nF (88° , suitable for

a

absorp-

tionLion ir condiLionlnq as well as heating and hot water purposes.

.



Thermanol 66 is passed through a heat exchanger in the
boiler sectron of the electrical power generation subsystem,
where its heat is transferred to tht toluene turbine working
fluid. The *lower temperature [440°1" (2.?6°C7)] Thermix.v)1 66 is

then pumpod back into the collector subsystem to be reheated.

The cooling water, which is passed throil.qh the electrical
power genellation vstem condenser to condense the superheated
toluene once it has left the turbine unit, attains a temperature
of 190°F (88°,C) and is tilon transmitted to the low temperature

.

.storage systlk for distribution to rent heatingc cooling, and hot
watr requir-ements. The-overall estimated efficiency of- the San-
.

1/dia turbine/genet:at-or system is 17.9' percent.

Li Jic?cit_Rejdction Subsystem

Unlike the solar thermal corivcrsi!i power plant designs,

where Ataste heat from the turbine/generator is simply/rejected
to the atmosphpe, solar total energy systems make us&- of most

of this waste hat. In cerLain cases, however, excess waste
,heat iris ue rpjoc.toct.

For this purpasc a cooling Lower is associated with each storage
subhvsf-em. The Lower serve to ss Le excess thermal energy
when the storage systems arc? full.

In the Sanala dvs,:.;h2, the high telTperature st0-i=acrecoolihQ tower

is designed to return fluid to storage at 440°F (226°C) , whereas
the low tempciat ur: w_sr reLiri irs fluid at 125°l\ (5"-)°C). A set of
switches senses whed the storage systems are at capacity and
re-route the tluie directly to the appropriate cooling tower-.

Whben the stored thciindl energy is reduced, the :return fluid is

routed directly to the appropriatoteradc'Unit, and-the associated
cooling tower isdsnut down. Thus, s,dlar total energy system

cooling towers rrr,---(7)h1 y operato intermittently.



. space Cbnditioning /
The thermal distribution subsystem consists of a network

of insulated piping and pumps which distribute the heated wateF

from the Low temperature storage subsystem to the individual

buildings where it is used for heating, cooling, and ,hot ,water

applicaticnn. Thin piping system then carries the lower temperature
A

r86°F (40°C) drop between exit and ii} water back to

the 1ow temporalare sl-oracie

The piping is sized according to flow and pressure re-
,

quirements and varies as' a result of merqina fluid flows.
-umps, vales, and controls are included in the network, as

well as 'provisions for 'thermal expansion.

Each building employs the 116t water from the thermal

distribution subsystem for heatinj, cooling, and hot water pur-

poses, much in the same manner as if the water were derived

individual solar systems. The exception is that a storage

system or each building\ is not required.

from

Heating is derived essentially 11)y passing air through a hot

waLe; while domestic hot water results frorc, a working

fluid to p,3hnl,le wat-er new'

storage Laid:.

in a conventional hot water

Cooling 15 achivedthrougl-. the use of individual absorption

air conctisLionig units which are designed to function using the

het- water, from the thermal distribution subsystem. Building

electricity is of course, derived directiv from the eL ,A.rical

power generation snhsysrem,
ft

4. syst no A n-7,47-1 ire nehl Dm n t,

Jr) fossil funl-Ficed Furnee,, are included in the Sandia

sv3terr, for bdc,7do r-Amfoos



One furnace for the high temperature storage s-,stem is

located conceptually between the tarbine/gonerator and the high

temprature storage unit. If the storage volume is below a

inininum value, the rc2Lurn iul CFI the turbine is ?Outei through

the furnace whore it is heated to Hie requisite sforagemperuture.

The furnace will also opyrate thL! 'Lemperature In tile t:Lii.Li,j

tank is below the _mriimun value.

The other furnace

bution snhsytem and the

operates -in-the same m
_

'I- high temperature

:Oced between the thermal di stri

low tompdrature storage unit It

anner

and low

as the high temperature system.

temperature aintliary' furnaces

_emperatui4e storage

teriverL -e storage) *ibsys

nr, up the electrical generation (hiql

and the space conditioning (low

respectively.

Since these furnaces represent auxiliary equipment,*

are, of course, designed to operate intermittently.

they

.# -0



SECTION III

4

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS AND

DISPLACEMENT 01; ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES

A. Int,roauction

%

The purpose--oof'this,section is to provide a b ic idea: of

STES resource requirements and energy displacement. STES sizing
.

and component usage will vary greatly depending uon specific. .

c.

applications. The employment of different technolcigies, espe-.

cially in the electricity prOduction function, will cause wide

variations in resource requirements as well as the ability

ot the -stem to displace alternative sources of energy.

B. Resource Requirements

The electric generating plant and storage portions of an

STES wi require relatively large amoun -64. of common materials

such as concrete, steel, glass, and alumillum. These require-
,

ments for both central receiver and distributed collector sys

terns are presented on a tons/MWe capacity basis in Table III-1.

The resources required for the4-;thermal distribution subsystem

will consist mostly of metal piping, the amounts of which will

vary widely in relation to STES design, layout, size, and the

number of individual units to be heated or cooled. Most of .

those makerials 4re readily available with. the possible excep-

tion of aluminum, the production of which may be constrained,

by reliance on imported bauxite ore. , Chrome supplies also stem

largely from imports. Materials availability, however, is not

expected -n be a limiting factor in STES development.-

C. Displacement of Alternative Energy Sources'

By using solar energy to generate electricity and provide

building heating and cooling, solar total energy systems can

".`

fi
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f.

TABLE 1111
CRITICAL MATERIALS REDUIREMENTS FOR

SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
i:LECTRICITY GENERATION 'AND THERMAL STORAGE)

:ritical Materials

"k-Ws.g-21:4 .1

CENTRAL RECEIVER DISTRIBUTED COLLECiOR

[toliJs/MWe (rfietric torrs/MWe)J, Etons/MWe (metric tonsfIVIWe)1

Steal 5O0700 (450-6301 700-1000 / 630-910)

Oncwte 1500-2500 (1360-2270) 500-1000 (450=910)

3Iass 50100 (45-90) 4-6 . (3.6-5.4)

aluminum 20-50 (r8-45r-' 24-30

copper 5-10 5-10 (4.5-9)

31aitic 5-20 (4.548) 40-60 (36-54)

ritulation 20-40 (18-36) 25-30 (23-27)

:hromerritanium 1-2 41).9-1.8) 4-6s (3.&5.4)

Silver 0.01-0.05 (0.01-0.05) 0.005-0.01 (0.005-0.01)

Miscellaneous 5-10 (4.5-9) 5-10 (4.5=9)

Source: MITRE-Corp., Analysis a Planning Support for ERDA DSE.4/



significantly reduce the consumption of the fossil fuels present

used in these applications. Sandia Laboratories has estimated

on a comp7Eative basis the fuel and other operating costs asso-

ciated with running'a 1,00,ATidentical dwelling community. A 1

non-solar total energy system powered solely by fossil fuel-
..

fired boilers would result -in 56 percent of the'operating costs

over the life of the system going toward fossil fuel purchases.

Fossil 'fuels consumed'in this instance would still be well below

he amounts required if electriCity and heatingandcoOling were

provided separatey and, in the case of the latter, on,an indiv-

idual basis (that is, if a total energy configuration were not

employed). The imposition of a solar thermal eleCtric system

to power the turbogeneraterifossil;fuel being used only for auxiliary

purposes; would farbiTer reduce total, fossil fuel consumption.

y

It 4,,s. estimated thataolar energy-on the-average _could- provide

64-percent'ofthe-STES energy requ'rements, the remaining

36 percent hpoirvi provided by fssil lifUels4. Over the life of the

tem, then, fossil' fuel costs cout be cut from 56 percent of the

overall operating budget In a non-solar-total energy system to
1/19 percent in a solar-total energy. system.



SECTION IV

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY IMPACTS

A. Introduction

/.
Solar total energy systems incorporate a number of solar

technologies, and thus-the.enyAonmental impacts of STES will

be of a diverse nature. _Essentially, the impacts encountered
4

Will stem from the two basic STES functions of solar thermal

,electricity generation and-Spade heating and-Cooling. Space .

heating and coolin is normally a decentralized technology; how-
,

ever; the onsite generation of .electricity will meanthat solar

thermal electric (STE) installations will be- in close proximity

to area residents and workers. Because ,of the ability of both

of these solar technologies (STE and heating and cooling) in-

corporated in solar total energy systems to impact-significant

numberS of people, special attention must be given to both the

environmental and safety effects of STES deployments. This

section will, examine these impacts, concentrating on -'the solar

portion.of the technologies. Conventional impacts, such as

those stemming from auxiliary fossil fuel-fired boiler operations,

will be only briefly addressed.

Air Quality

Air quality impacts of STES are expected to be minimal, at

,least insofar as the solar portion of the technology is condekned.

Air quality effects which do result will primarily stem from the

conventional and auxiliary equipment associated primarily with

solar thermal electricity generation (i.e., conventional fossil

fuel-fired auxiliary boilers and cooling towers).

1. Auxiliary Unit Emissions

On-site fossil fuel-fired backup boilers, if used, will

-23-



produce the usual combustion-related emissions such as particu-
iflates, SOx, NOx, CO, and hydrocarbons. The impacts of these

emissions will vary with the site and extent of use of the

backup units themselves, the type of fuel burned (oil or

ilatura gas will probably be the most common auxiliary fuels

-b ecau e of the felatively high- costs astociated with coal burning
)

on such a small intermittent scale), and the meteorological conditions

at the plant site. These impacts, however, are riot peculiar to

STES, but are common to-fossil fuel-fireartioiler operations

although emissions from STES will be lesspwing to the rela-
,

tively infrequent and intermittent operation of the auxiliary

boiler.

In accordance with the Clean'Air Act Amendments pf 1970,

the Environmental Protection'Agency has established primary and

secondary ambient-air quality standards for six major pollu-

tants including particulates and sulfur oxides-. The primary-.-

standarda provide for the protection of public health and-the

secondary standards for prevention of the many other undesirable

effects of air pollution pertaining to public welfare. State

and local agencies are responsible for limiting emissions of

particulates and sulfur oxides so that the appropriate Federal

standards are not exceeded. STES would be subject to these

emission regulations and thus air quality impacts resulting,

fromt auxiliary fossil fuel-fired boiler operation should be

kept within acceptable limits.

2. Cooling Tower Impacts

STES are expected in some uses to employ wet cooling towers

for waste heat rejection. These towers through water spraying injet

dissalifed and suspended solids into the atmosphere as well as create

localized fog conditions (co ina tsiwPr ninme). Impacts on local air
quality will vary with plant location and ambient conditions.

The use of dry cooling tower', (a closed system) would not im-
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pact local air quality. Dry towers, however, are not: as of --

ficient and are more costly than wet towers in areas with

Adequate water supply. Coolin§ towers are not peculiar-to

STES,.but rather &re common'-t .All newer electrical power gen-

erating-systems° (i.e., those which do not employ once through
,_-

cooPing:And/or are not located near sizable bodi-es

Fugitive Dust

Solar total energy system construction wilIfiesult in the

usual fugitive dust emissions associated with large -scale con-

struction projects. Currently available dust suppression tech-

niques should prove adequate to control construction-related

fugitive dust.

Naturally induced fugitive dust (e.g., from wind) could

interfere with normal and efficient SATES operation, This will

most likely - result fromdust buildup .on the heliostat or

collector reflecting surfaces which could cause optical inter

ference. To counter this, the heliostat field could be paved

Or chemically treated.

Water Quality

Working Fluid Release

a. Solar Thermal Electric Fluids

STESwill make use of various heat transfer fluids in

a. -ciation wits their receiver/boiler and thermal storage subs

systems. Fluids which are currently being considered for--

applications and which are of concern environmentally include

hydrocarbon oils and various eutectic br near eutectic salt

-25-



combinations. Aqise flUids-could be released to the environment
and affect local water quality as a result of intentional

system-flushing operatiOns'or accidental leakage. (Periodic_

system flushing would be require_ in order to replace degraded

fluids or to carry out maintenance.)

The release of these oils or salts could impact the en-

v.irpriMent in a number of ways. In terms of water quality,

&mid contaminate' lOcal water supplies. Ingestion

of contaminated water would produce serious toxic effects.

Of particular concern are the inorganic nitrates and

nitrites (the sodium and potassium, salts). Small, repeated in-

jested-doses df nitrates deposited in drinking water supplies
0s

may lead to weakness, general depressipn, headache, and mental

impairment. In the digestive tract of humans and animals, the

nitrates are reduced to nitrites by some of the common intestinal

b eria, particularly the coli bacillus. Because of their

-bacterial properties nitrites are currently used ex-
c.,

nsively as food preservatives. They are expecially common

in processed and packaged pleats.

Ingested nitrites can cause a cell respiratory condition

known as cyanoSi6.' Nitrate-nitrogft levels in water above 8-9

ppm ca precipitate this illness. The Public Health Service

recommends restriction of the daily intake of nitritesin man to

0.4 mg/kg body weight. Nitrites can also induce circulating

blood stagnation which results in increased organism oxygen

hunger. In addition, ingested nitrites may lead to the for a-

tion of a potent class of carcinogens known as nitrosamines

(formed via the reaction of nitrites and amines either in

water or in the.body)Adr

The EPA has established the maximum acccabic L.oncent ration of

nitrate-nitrogen in raw water used for drinking water supplies at



10 mg 1 while the maximum acceptable concentration of nitrlte-

nitrogen in raw water used for drinking water supplies,is 1.0

mg /i. (The latter figure applies to water which would be con

slimed by infants.). The nitrites Would be used as anti-corrosive

additives in water systems (i.e., the low temperautre storage

and distribution subsystems). Concentrations of these nitrites

would vary with the type of metal piping used and the chethical,

' makeup of the water; however, concentrations would generally.

be on the order of-2,060 ppm. Thus if 10,000 gallons (.8,000

liters) .offluid containing' nitrite inhibitors leaked into a
=

medium sized [10 billion gallon (38 billion liter)] reservoir,

a final nitrite concentration (assuming no nitrites in the

reservoir)Iof 0.002 mg/1 would be at_ained.. This would result

in 'nitrite concentration- 00 times below the EPA standard.

In general, dilution of a fluid with a 2000 ppm nitrite con-

centration by a factor of 2000 would b_ necessary to bring the

total concentration of nitrites to the EPA

of 1.0 mg /l.

acceptable level

The release of heavy oils could-also_significantly impact

water quality. =The EPA has stated that oil should be "essentially

absent from raw water used for drinking1water supplies" since,

in any amount, oil will result in taste, odor, and appearance

changes and may be a possible human health

=

Doper chemical man

_

gement of system rig operations

should prevent seriousjipaqing of local water quality. Certain

of the spent fluids, _uch as the oils, may b suitable for re-
.

clamation processes. It is estimated that from 60-75 percent

of degraded oils may be reclaimed using presently available

techniques. These reclamation processes, however, may result
in secondary environmental impacts. Presently available indus-

trial chemical disposal methods should prove adequate to handle

flushed fluids which are\not reclaimable. This problem is fur-

ther mitigated by the fact that flushing operations are expected

to occur- in --quontly.
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Fluid leakage and/or spillage. would be an accidenta3occur-
:-

rence and is not expected as a result 4f .normal STES operation.

Proper and periodic system maintenance should be adequate to

prevent major fluid leakages. In addition,chemical manage-

ment procedures (e.g., containment ponds, dikes) should be able-

to control spillage and /o leakage. Thus, working/stoprage fluid
,

contamnation. of area water supplies should not be a major

vironmen;a1 ptobi;msif this area of concern is given proper

tention during the site development and STES operation.

Distribution Subsystem Fluids

Various distribution fluid additives may be used in solat.
_

total energy systems to control corrosion of the distributibn -

ing, pH levels, and/or biofouling. The relaase of these

ad-.itives into area streams or groundwater could ha'v'e

cant effects; in addition, certain'of these -additives may

potentally contaminate potable water-supplies (discussed

h The additives of most concern and their potential

impacts are presented here.

(1) Chroniates

.

4

-2
igBoth chromate (Cr 0 -) andichromate (Cr 0

7

-2
) sal

may be used as corrosion inhibitors in distribution piping. Con-'

centrations of chromates in working fluidswould'be on the order

of 0.9 gm/1. The EPA maximum acceptable concentration of total

chromium in raw water used for drinking water supplies is 0.05

mg/15- Dilution by-a factor of 7,000 would bring the total

chromium in the water to the EPA standard. If 10,000 gallons

(38,000 liters) were emptied into a medium s_ zed [10 billion

gallon (38 billion liter)) reservoir dilutiOn would amount to

a factor of a million, thuslyielding a level one hundred fold

below the standard. The toxic effects of chromates and dichromates

will be further discussed in the section on potable water -on-
tamination.



(2) Pho phates

Various phosphate solutions could also be used as corrosion
inhibitors in distribution system fluids. Phosphorus is a
key element in all living organisms. In the protoplasm of

plants and animals it is broken down by cellular metabolism or
the action of phosphatizing bacteria to dissolved phosphates
(e.g., CaHPO4). These dissolved phosphates may be utilized
directly in protein synthesis in plants as primary nutrients.6/

Thus, the release of relatively large amounts.o17 phosphates can

generally result in blooms of plankton4and algae with consequent

reductions in disSolved oxygen content from favorable levels of

10 te 12 mg /1 to unfavorable levels of.2 to 3 mg/l. Phosphates
, -

can-thus affect drinking water because the algal growths tend

to impart an undesirable taste and odor to the water. Concen-

trations in excess of 25 0a/1 can result in excessive growths
,

of algae or'other aquatic plant life. 5/'
Concentrations present

in solar total energy systems are-expected to be sm

but release of large amounts of distriblition flluid could result

in possible discernable effects:

(3) Nitrates,- Nitrites

The general toxic effects ofnitrates and nitrites in man
and animals ana tneir potential carcinogenio impact6 have

been discussed in the section bn solar thermal electric fluids.

_qpicallythe nitrate-nitrogen concentratiQns in lakes and other

impounded waters tend to be below 0.1 mg/1.7/ Nitrates released
from STES distribution systems during flushing operations or

system failure could increase theselevela in local water bodies

and groundwater. Increased groundwater concentrations could

contaminate wells. Health agencies have generally established

a well water nitrate concentration of 10mg/1. 7/
This concentra-

tion could e exceeded if a leak occurs in a large distribution

subsystem located in the vicini of wells and the,-discharge

allowed to infiltrate to grr)undwa-_:-



In addition, nitrates, - nitrites, and "fixed" incorporated

into chentical compounds) nitrogen in the form of "ammonia are

common basic nutrients in aquatic ecosystems.. The release of

these substances into lakes dnd rivers-could stimulate floral

growth resulting in the7- undesiyable ects associated with

eutrophication. The dissolv'ed oxy content of the-water could

thereby be reduced, with consequent harmful _effeCts to

concentrations and thus the impaqta:,,of these substances are not

expected to be serious, however, due_ to the volumes needed to
_

produce these effects at a noticeable level.

00 Sulfites, Sulfates

Certain sulfate solutions such as sulfuric acid and 'Sulfide

solutions such as sodium sulfide may be added to distribution

fluids as pH controllers, biocides, and corrosion inhibitors.

_e sulfides can be decomposed` t hydrogen sulfide (H2S) by

aster al action, dhd the H
2
S is further oxidized -6o sulfates

=

such aS ammonium Asulfate.NH SO
4-

As in the case (4 phosphates,
-N j .

s -3
).

6/

nitrites, and' nitrates, sulfates are used by plants as-primary

nutrients. Related problems associated with

result,

suit in

effects

In addition, the release

increased salinity and pH

to aquatic life: The EPA

_

eutrophication can

of these substances could re-

levls with possible` harmful
4

maxmumallowable concentration

of sulfates in freshwater used for drinki4g water supplies is

250 mg/1, while the maximum concentration of sulfides for fresh-
5/

water aquatic life is 0.002 mg/l. The levels of concentration

evidenced in distribution subsystems, however, are not expected

to pose significant problems.

The Intermediate Minimum property tandards for Solar

Heating and Domestic Hot Water S stems (published jointly by the

National Bureau of Standards and the Department of Housihg

Urban Development) offer a series of guidelines for the p

containment and disposal of released liquid working fluid

These guidelines are generally in relation
- to solar heating

-30-
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r
SySems, but they are also applicable in some cases to STES

distribution fluids. These guidelines require that

1, A list of thelchemical7 components of the

heat transfer medium4(1.e., the distribution

fluid) must be provided in mg/l. This list must in-

clude any substances which comprise more than 0.1-0

f the medium.

2. The organic constituents of-these substances

must have a fiveday biocile04cal oxygen,

(SOD)

of the

,test s

.Standa d Methods for the E

Water -d Waste Water,--Amer Public

using sewage-seed, of at least 70

theoretical oxygen demand. This

1 be in conTormanc&With the

The concen

tints must 40pared with the 96-Hour LC -SO

,(Lethal! Concentration) bioassay value for

protection:of aquatic life. This comparison

is to be made in accordance with the Water

Quality Criteria, 1972.

Association (1971).

of chjklical constitu-

emand

Further research into chemical distribution fluid additives
,..----

is required in order to assess their_ potential impacts on water

quality. Adoption-of-the above Minimum Property Standards (MPS)

guidelines by local adminis native and regulatory authorities

'should insu e that STES dis_ ibution system fluids will not

seriously impact the enviro ent. I,d,

impacts on SeW ge Treatment= Facilities

STES distribution fluids may be flushed through the existing

sanitary sewage facilities andlenter local sewage treatment

plants, In this case, the impacts of-chemical constituents on

sewage treatment operations should be investigatd. Distribution

-31



fluids w h are biodegrauable and suffiatntly diluted may
ffshed)thiough conventional sewage systems, -'The following

methodology is required in the MPS:

Using the gallon /day capacity of the local

sewage .treatment plant, approximate the. Con-

centration at the 'treatment pl4nt. If the

dilution of the chemical conSt uents is 1/10
the LC 50 value. or greater at the sewage

treatment plant, the heat' transfer (distri-

bution) mgpium muse be diluted before emptying:

into a public sewer. 8/

F
s

Th MPSAlso provide for an adequately sized catch basin
to be used in conjunction with hazardous distribution fluids.

This basin would serve-to hold flushed distribution fluid

during system repairs or -until it can be properly disposed

(i.e., by being trucked away to a chemical dumpy. In additio

the catch basin should be adequately sized to allow'clilution

in accordance with the sewage disposa provision presented
above.-8- /

be

Potable Water Contamination

STES distribution fluids wilf be used to supply space,-.

heating, cooling, and dorriestic hot waten. (usually via heat

exchangers).

distribution

of the .-iatte

Because of this interface between possibly hazardous

fluids and potable water-supplies, contamination

may result in potentially harmful consequences.

Particularly dangerous distribution fl-

the nitrates/nitrites and the chrornates and

toxic effectp of the nitrates/nitrites

cussed in the 'ection on
s'

have

id components are

dichromates.

already been

solar thermal electric fluids.

The

Undiluted hromate contaminated water could pose a health

problem' if the watervere ingested. cioncentrationS'present

would be on the order of OA gm/liter (lets'than,YO. molar).

This is'a*out'0.4 gin /liter of chromium.

= '



The EPA has set the maximuM cceptable concentration-of

total. chromium in raw water used for drinking water supplies, at

0.05 mg /l, giving the followin- rationale.

The-necessitlr. of restricting concentrations of total,
chromium to 0.-05 mg/l_or less results from its adverse
hysical eft-6as on h ans and the fact that there are

Insufficient data con -erning the,effectiveness of the
defined treatment proc_is in removing chromium in the
chromate form. ChromiuM, in its various val nce states;
is toxic to man, produces lung tumors whenirl1aled, and
induces skin sensitizations. It occurs in s me foods, ir.
air, including cigarette smoke, and in some water supplies.
No-effect levels for chromate ion on man have not been
deterMined. The prescribed limit of 0.05 mg/1 was
established to_avoid jeopardizing the public health by
the presence cif chromium in drinking-water.5

A serious pviblem with the use of chromates, or any other

working fluid, is the potential for contamination of domestic

water supplies. The likelihood of water Supply contamination

is highest for systems with direct exchange of heat between

the distribution fluid and the hot water supply. Even a small

leak' in the heating coil in the hot water heter can result in

contamination of the hot water supply beyond EPA's maximum

acceptable standard. To reach the EPA standard of 0.05 mg/1,

abdit 0.008 gallons (0.03 1) of/working fluid would _have -to leak

into a nominal-50 gallon (190 1) hot water heater. It must

be kept in mind this

amount required to p

standard is for chronic exposure. The

duce mute symptoms over a short term

ingestion period is likely to be higher.

The substances presented above are expected to-be those of

most serious concern. Yet many other fluids and additives are

being considered for STES use. Additional investigation of
_

potential distribution fluids anti additives is necessary to

insure the safety of their use in solar total energy systems.

Research and development work is underway with the goal of

developing effective, nontoxic, and inexpensive distribution

fluids for STES use.



n the Inan.4!Me, a number of steps can -be taken to guard

against potable water contamination. Several of these are out-

lined in the Minimum Property Standards. 8
These include:

paration of circulation loops between nonpotable

distribution fluids and the domestic potable water

system;

identification of nonpotable fluid and potable water

systems by color-coded piping or metal tags; and

nonpotable fluid leak indicators, such as harmless

vegetable dyes.

In addition, proper double wall heat exchanger systems can

provide a high degree of protection against potable water con-

tamination. These systems,are illustrated in Figure IV -l.

D. Land Use/Solid Waste

1. Foregone Use of Land

Land use is an important consideration in STES deployment,

primarily becuase of the relatively large land areas required

for-solar thermal electric generation.

STES land requirements may thus conflict with alternative
,

land uses or area land use plans. This would be especially true

4r1 denSely populated residential and commercial areas or areas

of concentrated industry such as`-industrial parks-. In such

are s, land is at a emium.and thus high in cost with con=

fliting claims as to its proper use.

To mitigate these potential conflicts, planning officials

and the public shobld be educated on the relative cost-benefits

and tradeoffs between STES and fossil fuel or nuclear po:erplants.
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FIGURE IV-1
HEAT EXCHANGERS

11 AT EXCHANGERS A heat exchanger is a
device for transferring thermal energy from one
fluid to another. In some solar systems, a heat
exchanger May be required between the transfer
medium circulated trough the collector and the

SMELL, AND TUBE This type of heat exchanger
is us to transfer heat from a transfer medium
containing antifiveze to water used for storage.
Sheol and tube heat exchangers consist of an
outer casing or shell surrounding a bundle of
tubes. The water to be heated is normally cir-
culated in the tubes and the hot liquid is circulated
in the shell. Tubes are usually Alai such as steel,
copper or stainless steel and the shell is often steel
for solar applicationt. A single shell and tube heat
exchanger cannot be used for heat transfer froin
the toxic liquid to potable .water because double
separeition is not provided and the toxic liquid may
enter the potable water supply.

SHELL AND DOUBLE TUBE This type of heat
exchanger is similar to the previous one except
that a secondary tube is located in the shell. The
heated liquid circulates between the shell and the
second. tube. An intermediary non-toxic heat
transfer liquidis located between the two `tube
circuits. As the heated liquid circulates through
the tube, the intermediary is heated which in turn
heats the potable water supply. The heat ex-
changer can be equipped with a sight glass to
detect leakstoxic liquid often contains a dyeor
to increase the liquid level in the intermediary
chamber.

4
DOUBLE WALL Another method of providing a
double separation between the transfer medium
and the potable water supply consists of tubing or
a plate coil wrapped around and bonded to a tank-.'
The potable water is heated as it circulates
through the coil. When this method is used the
tubing or coil must be adequately insulated to
reduce heat losses.

storage medium or between storage and the distri-
bution component. Three types of heat exchangers
that are most commonly used for these purposes
are illustrated below.

ntITER SHELL

HOT WATER

HEAT TRANSFER MEDIUM

VISUAL INDICATOR INNER WATER TUBE

EXPANSION CHAMBER
CONTAINING HEAT
TRANSFER FLUID

t

OUTER HEAT TRANSFER

HOT WATER

OUTER SHELL

HEAT TRANSFER
MEDIUM

Source: NBS, Minimum Property Standards for Solar Systerns.8/



The relative land-intensiveness of STES is balanced by a number

of factors. Among these are 1) the fact that STES do not
'

generate radioactive wastes which require long term isolated

storage either above or below ground, 2) STESdo not typically

generate the solid wastes associated with fossil fuel-fired

powerplants (i.e., ash) which require on or off-site disposal,

and 3) STES are relatiyely non-polluting in terms of air, water,

and iermal pollution. Thus, a case could be made for the

benefits of STES outweighing, or at least balancing, the costs

in terms of relative. land intensiveness and consequent dis-

placement of other land uses.

2. Backup Unit Residuals

TES may employ on-site fossil fuel-fired backup boiler

units for use during periods when direct solar radiation is not
_available. -ss-, units will generate the solid wastes )ash)

typically associated with fossil fuel-fired boilers. Such

-wastes will require either on or off-site disposal. This
j

problem is not peculiar- to STES, but is common to any fossil

fuel-fired boiler. In addition, this problem is not expected

to be significant since the backup units will be used on a relatively

infrequent and intermittent basis and yfTl Probably use oil
or natural gas as fuels. The combustion of ese fuels does not

generally produce solid wastes in the same quantities as coal

combustion.

E. Ecological Impact

1. Working, Storage, and Distribution Fluid Release

As noted above in Section C (Water Quality), the various

working/storage fluids used in solar thermal electricity genera-

tion may 'be released into the environment as a result of flushing

operations or leakage. Thesetlulds, mainly hydrocarbon oils

and eutectic salts, may potentially affect the ambient ecosystem.



This is especially true for the oils, which may suffocate

ertain organisms by impairing the ability of surface cells

breathe. The salts appear to be somewhat less of a danger.

Their release can be expected to result in an increased sail

salinity which may affect local soil and floral communities.

When a water solution containing a relatively large amount of

dissolved salts comes in contact with plant. cells, a shrinkage

of the protoplasmic lining is caused. This process is known

as "plasmolysis," and the shrinking action increases with the

concentration of salts. Plasmolysis is caused by the osmotic

movement of the water which passes from the cell toward the

more concentrated soil solution, and ultimately results in cell

collapse. The precise salt concentration necessary to induce

this phenomenon is a function of the nature of the salt, the

plant species, and the type of soil, among nther'factors.

Certain plants, such sJgar beets, cotton, and western wheat

grass have a relatively high tolerance to saline soils, while

peas, cabbage, and certain typ.; of clover have a low tolerance

level.

The EPA has recommended that waters used for irrigation

have a total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration not in excess

of 2000-5000 mq/1 for tolerant crops, and. 'A0-1000 mg/1 for

sensitive cross, Thus, iF 100 pounds (45 kg ) of salts (in

solution) were\roloased, dilution by a factor of 24,000 would

be necessary attain the EPA recommended TDS levels for sen-

sitive crops. This would be equivalent to spreading the salts

dJssolved in water over 1 acre (4047 m ) C i land at a depth

of 1 inch 54 cm). The impacts of increased salinity due

to salt solution release should not be significant, however,

owing to the localized nature of the emission. Proper contain-

reLonHon dik could also help alley ate,,

,J1-7 blem.



The effects e f working/storage fluid release on the eco-

system would be insignificant if preceded by the removal of

vegetation and the paving ipr treating of the collector-'or

heliostat field during plant construction.` In addition, proper

management and system maintenanc'e should preveA fluid leakages

or spillage. The proper containment, \removal, and disposal of

intentionally flushed fluids should prevent their impacting

local ecosysteMs.' In this regard, flushed oils could. be burned,

recycled after treatment, or removed from the plant site and

properly disposed of. Salts may be retained in catch basins

until properly disposed of off-site in chemi dumps.

-The-, impacts of distribution fluids and additives on water

quality and aquatic life have bean ove, Distribution

fluid leakage could also potentially harm local flora and fauna

Proper containment facilities, such as catch basins, should

prevent the release of working fluids from significantly impact-

ing local ecopystems.

Salt deposition (consisting-mostly of sodium chloride and

certain other metal chlorides, depending dpon the makeup-of the

cooling- water) resulting from wet cooling tower operation (in

association with absorption air conditioning) could also cause

harmful effects to nearby foliage, as well-as increase local

soil salinity. Emission levels are expected to be quite small,

however, and thus impacts resulting frori salt deposition are not

expected to be signific7ant.

2 Collectbr Field impacts

The heliostat or collector units may produce significant

shading effects which could potentially impact local ecosystr-ff-

Numerous floral and faunal species could be attracted to the

shaded areas under these units where they may thrive, thus

.creating system imbalances and/or impediments to collector



operation and maintenance persc nel. Control .of these shaded

area microcommunities through various techniques may prove
,

necessary. Paving or chemical treatment (oil application) for

dust control purposes would eliminate floral growth ,as would the

localized application of herbicides. In addition, the absence

of floral growth and the presence of maintenance personnel

should render the heliostat field undesirable as a faunal habitat.

F. Safety Issues

1 Misdirected Solar Radiation

The greatest potential safety hazard associated with STES

which employ central receiver solgr, thermal electric plants is

. that which stems from misdirected solar radiation caused by a

misaligned heliostat field. This invisible concentrated and

focused solar radiation can potentially cause fires and burns

as well as create serious glare problems.

At the focal point of the heliostat field there is a

concentrated beam of focused radiation. Beyond the focal point,

this beam becomes increasingly dispersed and eventually becomes

more-diffused than the original solar radiation. Thus there is a

range around the focal point where the beam is vpnificantly

concentrated as to present a potentially serious 'safety hazard.

This is conceptually illustirated in Figure IV-2. Typidally, the

focal point of a properly focused heliostat field coincides with

the central receiver. An out of focus heliostat field, however,

will cause the focal point to occur a certain distance away

from the central receiver.

The most serious potential impacts of a misdirected heliostat

field will Occur in the range of concentrated radiation around

the fodal.point. The intensity of the beam in thI region would

be sufficient to cause blinding and severe burns. In addition,

any type of combustible material ,could be easily ignited. In

most cases, Llicisprice tiothe focal point will be relatively

limited; thus most burn or fire impacts would he limited to the
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FIGURE IV-2
VARIATION IN REFLECTED LIGHT INTENSITY OVER

DISTANCE ASSUMING NO INTERCEPTION
BY THE RECEIVER

ifr-1 D216

INTENSITY LEVEL OF.
DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION

0

.DISTANCE (D)*

HELIOSTAT FIELD
.(CONCEPTUALLY)

CENTRAL RECEIVER APERTURE

MIRROR IMAGE OF HELIOSTAT
(REFLECTED LIGHT INTENSITY EQUAL TO
THAT OF DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION)

Source: EEA, Inc.



main. STES plant site. At a distance twice that 'of the' focal

point, the beam will disperse to the point where it represent

a sharp glare similar to direct sunlight (see below).
_1

STES opOating and maintenance personnel should be instructed

concerning the possible effects of misdirected radiation. Some type
of protective goggles fashioner from materials such as photo-..

chrome or rapid rise glass should also be worn by all personnel
in potential danger areas. Heliostat sy7stemS should be designed,

for quick and safe emergency shutdown, and should be kept in a
faseldown "rest" position when not in use. In addition,

potentially combustible- materials should be stored in places
inaecessible to misdirected radiatiion. Furthermore, buildings and

access roads should be constructed out of the pathways of

possible misdireeted'radiation-'.

It should be noted that in certain sola total energy syster

applications, heliostats will likely be individually focused.

Thus even one misaligned heliostat could result in burn, fire,
or glard hazards. It is therefore essential to educate area
residdSts and workers, as well as plant personnel, about the

potential dangers associated with misdirected solarTadiation.
Exolusion area and fencing (see below) , where appropriate,
should also ij alleviate potential problems.

While not as hazardous as burns or fire, glare is a

'Lially serious problem resulting from misaligned or even properly
aligned heliostats. This is due to its ability to impact both

on and off-site receptors as well as those in overflying air-
craft. The intensity of this glare will be a function of the
distance of the receptor tram the neiiostat field or individual:

heliostat producing the glare. As this distance increaies, the
intensity of the glare will dedrease.N, Aside from affectjng bTES

'personnel, glare can also affect the operators and passengers

-41-
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of motor vehicles on nearby roads or in overflying'aircraft.

Accidents could occur as a result of temporarily blinded vehicle

operators. To guard against this danger, the STES el9ctrical

plant should be designed and sited such that heavily -used public

roads or highways will not be subjected to frequent glare. The

solar thermal i_ectric plt sit itself should have perimeter

fencing .to insure that trespassers are not harmed by glare
! _

burned. (Fencing would also guard against !andalism. )

in relation to,aircratt, it,,may be necessary t restrict planes

frer:i-fiving over STES sites. Fucjulations to this effect could

be aiministered by the Federal Aviation Administration. Titus,

protective devices for STES personnel, coupied wich proper

layout and exclusion areas, should mitigate the serious impacts

giarU.

The above. d scussion is intended to imply that many of

the potential hazards of heliostat use cannot be mitigated.--
Handled carefully, problems of misdirected reflected light can

be minimized. However, it is anticipated that, particularly in

the technology's infancy, accidents of a serious nature can and

will occur. Just in the very iMited experience torlate_in

heliostat research,accidents have occurred due to an underesbi-

mation of this hazard's potential. A worker at a test facility

experienced a sever3 . burn on the hand when he went to pove an

of 1 drum in path of a misdirected heliostat. On another

occasion, -1 surround g an experimental heliostat burned
- -

to the ground when the Lent flap blew open on a weekend and the

heliostat was exposed to direct sunlight' and ignited the tent.

on a third occasion a ruck driver using a construction road

near a,,- test site drove through a diffused poet- focus beam

preson_ing a bright glare and potential driving hazard. The

driver's union contacted the test facility and a protective

burr 1J_ evenfuutJy constructed.
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2. Working .1.nuids: Safety and Handling

a. Molten Salts

In the design Of an STES elwAric power plant, various heat
7--

transfer substances --Ave been postulated as working -fluids,

secondary heat tran-sfer media, and heat storage media. T ese
include' molten eutectic salt mixtures that contain alkali ni-
trites, nitrates, and hydroxides (primarily NaNO2, NaNO3, NaOH)

Heat sto-rage and transfer media of this category typically
operate below 57005 (30000) Inc] are commonly comprised of sodium
dnd =ssium salts in ratios that form a desired eutectic
mixtL

The compounds of concern in the eutectic salt mixtures are

primarily the nitrite and nitrate salts of sodium of potassium.

Their potential for hazard is riot encountered under normal opera-
/

tion, but under certain adverse conditions they can '.cpntribute

synergisticeffects to cOmbtible materials, increasing their

flamma7piliry oriel the inteniry of fires_ When exposed to temperatures

above 716-P (38000) , sodium nitrate (NaNO
3

) will riecorilpne re-

leasing o:cyqen and firrqinq sodium nitrite (NaNO2) hich will
also decompose at high temperatures. At greater temperatures

[around 1810°P (1000°( )1 or when subjected to extreme shock,
9closed cpntainers of subF+Incos can rupture or explode.

These molten soLf- mixtures will not, under normal operation,
be exposed to conditions that will cause their decomposl-Cion.

Their potential for hazard, however, is manifest in their release
of Oxygen upon decomposition encountered under adverse conditions
In a worst-case example, it may be postulated that these nitrate
compounds could become exposed to extr ,--1y high temperatures, as
during a Fire, rupture their contaihers, ones uel the intensity
of am xi inc i r wi Y Irrorn decomposition)



In relation to oxidizing properties, sodium nitrate and sodium

nitrite behave similarly (the potassium nitrate /nitrite analogs

are similar to the sodium compounds and therefore need not be

iscussed).When,.ac)mpaniedbycombustiblematerials,NaNO3Ad
Na NO2 pose a severe fire hazard. Generally, nitrate-flammable

mixtures require an ignition source before they burn; however, once
9

ignition oecurs, violently apid combustion / is possible, even

explosion. Indeed, sodiu_ nitrate is such a powerful oxidizer (or

oxygen carrier for reac _oars) that it is used in straight dynamite.

Fire problems are further compounded by the release of nitrogen

oxides accompanying the decomposition of the nitrates and nitrites.

These oxides are toxic, and self-contained oxygen gear must be worn

when fighting a nitrate-nitrite induced fire.

Storage and handling of NaN01 and NaNO2 must also be done with

prudence as they are hygroscopic compounds which absorb moisture

either from the air or material they contact, thereby increasing

the potential for combustion. Agqin, proper handling practices

are well documented and, under these conditions, NaNO3 and NaNO2

are safe.

b. Oils

Hydrocarbon oils can also pose a potential fire or burn hazard. At

temperatures approximately 356°F (180°C) the oil vapOrs will combust

if exposed to air (this is known as the "Flash Point"). The "Fire

Point," at which the liquid oil itself will combust, is typically
o 10/

at temperatures of approximately 381-F:(194 C). -These hydro-

carbon oilsNwill usually be hot enough to cause severe

burns th: come in contact with the skin.

Under normal operating conditions, heated hydrocarbon oils

will not be exposed to air and thus combustion should not occur.

Proper system maintenance should prove adequate to control possible

leaks of heated oil which could result in oil fires. In addition,



proper handling and protective gear should prevent serious burns.

The hydrocarbon oils being considered for STES applications are

not new, but rather nave been in industrial use for quite some
time. Thus, fire and burn safety procedures and proper handling
techniques are generally well understood and fairly easily
employed at STES installations'.

Liquid Metals

Liquid metals, primarily sodium, may be considered as a

long term future option for use in central receiver systems as
heat transfer fluids. In many cases, liquid metals present

significant environmental and safety problems Because liqUid

metals are considered a long term option, the implications of

their use are not presented here. An in depth discussion of

the environmental and safety implications of liquid metals is

presented in a report on solar thermal electric systems by
Energy and Envi41mental Analysis, Inc. 11/

3. Receiver Tower Impacts

A potential safety hazard peculiar to the central receiver

thermal electric de- grr3is the receiver tower. Depending

the actual plant design finally adopted, there could' be

one or more towers 350 to 90 feet (107 to 275 m) high. This

compares with taller skyscra ers in the range of 25-75 stories.

Typical utility stacks, on the other hand, average between 2000
and 300 feet (61-92 The receiver towers could pose

potential safety hazards to, aviation in the area. Both commer-

cial and civil aviation would be affected. Receiver towers

should thus conform to FAA regulation as to proper lighting
d placement. In addition, --prohlbition of STES overflights

would significantly reduce any dangyr to aviation resulting

from tall receiver LoWz-tIrs (as well js glare).



Since the tower is designed to support the boiler system,

proper construction. methods will be employed tp guard against

possible damage or collapse due to seismic activity. Howeve

even minor tower damage could result in the rupture of pres-

surized working fluid transfer lines which connect the boiler

unit with the turbogenerator located at the tower base. Seismic

-problems are especially acute in relation to distributed col-

lector systems. This is because distributed systems have much

greater piping distances and thus more connections and fittings

with a correspondingly higher probability of piping system

---,failure: Thus the potential for rupture and working fluid

leaks may be greator with distributed /collectors than with

the central receiver system. Careful geologic analyses

of prospective STES sites should pinpoint area fault lines and

determine the relative probability of significant seismic activity

in the near future. Based on these studieE and proper siting

and construction-methods, the risk of serious seismic damage-can

be si nificantly reduced.

4 Worker Safet

Because solar toydr- iergy systems will comprise fairly

sophisticated, technologies, professional engineering support will

be required of the operator. Thus the potential for accidents

due to inexpe17ienct or lack of understanding will be lessened. In
rs

addi=tion, the centralization of the STES electrical generation and

thermal storage plants should preclude potential hazards resulting

from the attempts of the ine.inexperienced home handyman to repair

or adjust his individual solar heating or cooling system.

Esthetics

1. Visual Im

The visual` of tects of solar total energy systems will vary

greatly, depending upon their specific uses. The greatest visual



impact will be the solar thermal electric generating plant and 1

thermal storage subsystems. A central receiver :STE plant will

consist of a tower and a helioStat field. Both will present a

unique and unfamiliar appearance. In ,industrial areas, the-STE

plant will ki nerally fit in well, appearing as an industrial in-

,tallation of some sort. In residential.areas, however, the STE

plant will contrast markedly with Surrounding streets and homes

or apartment, . The tower, turbogenerator, and storage tanks will

appear as a somewhat out of place industrial plant.

The individual buildings which are supplied with heating,

cooling, and domestic hot water generally will not be esthetically

unpleasing. The only noticable elements may be the individual

cooling tower units associated with building absorption air condi-

tioning. These cooling towers will be small, however, resembling

conventional central air conditioning units. Added piping and

umps may be necessary, but these .ire not expected to create

significant visual impacts. The STES buildings, i general, should

remain essentially unchanged from the visual standpoint.

Noise

The boiles and /turbogenerators of the STE plant will create
1

the usual no ,s levels associated with steam electric generation.

The cooling towers assnc!iated with each stffage , bs stem will

also be a major source of noise. industrial settings, these

noise levels will not add greatly to ambient conditions and will

'typically he indistinguishable from general indITNtrial plant noise.

In residential areas, however, the STE and storage systems could

add significantly to ambient noise levels. is problem is

mitigated, however, by thejntermittent and relatively infrequent

use o ;, the storage system cooling towers, which would be the main

sources o noise in solar'toLaL onorgy systems.



The distribution system and individual heating and cooling systems

can be expected to generate limited amounts of noise as a result

of pulp and blower operation. In addition, absorption unit

cooling towers coul -enerate low level noise (typically less

than the HUD "acceptable" criteria of 45 dBA). The impacts of

distribution and heating cooling noise are not expected to be

sigrpicant, however, owing to the relatively low noise levels

wh'ch would result.

social and Institutional 1m acts

1. Impacts)on Utilities

The deployment of solar total energy systems could significantly

impact local utilities and utility/consumer relations. The pre-

cise impacts will depend to a large extent on the size and applica-

ton f the STES and the type of auxiliary capability it employs

(whet on-site fossil fuel-fired boilers or utility supplied

elec i-icity). In aLl cases the utility will not receive the
(

revenue from the sale of the displaced electricity. Thus the

most important consideration is whether or not the utility's

costs wijll be ecreased sufficiently to compensate for the re-

duced revenUe. Utility costs can be broken down into fixed

costs, for plants and 7:luipment, and variable costs, for fuel. A

decrease in electricity demand will change the amount of fuel

used by the utility but may/not change the necessary amount of

generating capacity. The OFf-peak demand for electricity will

decrease but the utility may still have to maintain a high genet
,

eratinq capacity for the peak period demand. The impact of 'the

deployment of the STES will, thus, be determined by the relationship

between the total reduction in electricity demand'and the re--

duction in demand during the Utility's peak hours.

An --)ortant factor in this analysis now becomes the

up source of energy that the user plans to utilize when the sun
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does no the solar system fails. A bas} -up system that
iS indei endent o the utility, e.g. fossil fuel, will result in
no utili .

electrAcity use. In thiS situation users that would
use a lot of electricity during the utility's peaks, e.g., eom7
mercial and residential buildings, will tend to raise the
utility's capacity factor* and even out_its load by using STES,in-

, rstead. If the user -has a fairly-constant enAgy demand, e.g.
an industrial operation, then the utility will lose a base load
user. This will lower the capacity factor and cause greater
fluctuation in the utilities.demand.

If the STES displaces electricity demand then it is liAL-
that electricity will be used as a back-up fuel. In this-Lase
the utility will not be able to lower its generating capacity
will have to maintain the capacity so that if the STES fails

during a utility peak the utility can supply the necessary

electricity. This effect will be lessened if the user can

utilize the STES's storage system and store off-peak energy.

A utility with a summer peak will also have fewer problems,

of this type since the longer and more frequent sunny days

will make a STES failure less likely during a utility peak.

!

Building Code Adaptation

Local building codes may impose barriers to STES deployment,

especially in residential applications. Building code impacts may

be potentially severe because building codes are imposed and ad-

ministered on a municipal basis rather than through centralized

State or Federal processes. Buildinet code laws generally contain

no provision for judicial challenge or -review of standards, en-

he capacity factor shows the ratio between the actual c=ut
put of the utility and maximum possible output_

Annual Utility Output (kwh)C.F.
Utility Capacity (w) 8760 hrs.
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forcement, or administration. Potential legal remedies include

anti-trust actions based on undue restriction of energy alternatives,-

'review of regulations to determine whether they unduly restrict an
owner's use of property without due process of law, and invocation

of interstate cmmerce provisions for Federal review of State laws
which Unduly burden interstate commerce.12/ Potential Federal.(
actions, such as a national building code or a system of State

code certification tied to Federal grants, are generally considered
'unrealistic in terms_ of monetary and manpower expense, although
Hup's revised MPS are expected to serve as a useful model for

State or locally initiated revision of codes. A review of current
research and experience with solar heated installations indicated
that no serious conflicts have arisen or are expected to,arise

between local building codes and solar system users.-12-13,14/ This,

however, may not be the case with solar total energy systems.

In general, though, STES are energy savers and thus politically

attractive. Therefore, several States have enacted legislation

requiring new buildings to have the capability to accommodate solar
heating, cooling, and_hot water systems. Such regulations are
expected to greatly minimize future building code conflicts.

Solar builders and researchers agree that education and co-

operation of officials at the local level is the most crucial re-

quireMent in resolving building code conflicts. As one researcher

summarized, "The building code dilemma must be resolved at the local

level with.the_aid of people who have been involved in modelling
_14/codes in the past as well as solar energy people." Public educa-

tion as to the energy saving potential of solar total energy
systems should facilitate this process.

3. Zoning Regulations

Zoning, regulations are based ON the police powers of the
government and fall within the grant of powers to towns and

cities. In essence, zoning regulations restrict the ways in

which owners may devei p or use their laud in the interest of the
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public health, safety, morals, and general welfare. Zoning regu-

lations are largely initiated and administered at the municipal

or county level and although there is a trend towardS regional

and Statewide zoning plans, their administration is often hampered

by lack of funds, lack of interest, haphazard reporting, complexity,

expense, and fragmentation of administrative procedures.
15/

'Land use controls other than zoning include personal cove-

ants or easements and subdivision requirements imposed on developersrequirements

specifying services to be provided in compensation for the ddi-

tional demands on community resources caused by incoming residents.

In general, subdivision requirements for large developments.such

as residential areas, shopping cenhiers, and industrial parks (all

potential VES users) tend to be broader and more flexible than

those for other land uses.1
2,16/

Zoning requirements which may restrict the use of solar total

energy systems.inlude height limitations and provisions for

building appearance or esthetic review. These impacts would be

particularly severe for solar total energy systems. Cooperative

systems involving collectors or'storage shared among several pro-

perty owners such as a community owned STES might also violate re-

strictions on propeKty use, although this has not occurred to date

Where zoning regulations are incompatible with proposed solar

total energy systems, variance procedures are costly, time - consuming,

and uncertain, with wide variations among various localities.

Furthermore, zoning regulations are not readily subject to judicial

review, so each situation,must be considered on a case-by-case

basis.

As with building codes, changes in zoning regulations are most

likely to be successful when approached at the-local level, although

comprehensive regional and Statewide regulations provide a useful

model framework. Modifications of current zoning and land use

regulations to promote solar energy utilization have been proposed
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on the basis of extending the interpretation of public welfare to

include he benefits of decfeased dependence on non -- renewable and

environmently taxing energy sources; The goal of Such modifi- .

,cations woulld be to remove physicalrestrictionson height, bulk,

location, and appearance of solar components, and also to ensure
.

access to sunlight, which is discussed in greater detail below.

The overall impact of zoning and land use'regulations has been

negligible to date; with conflicts being solved on a case-by-case
1

basis. *however, this impact is expected to grow. as the number of

5010- installations- increases and may become a significant de-

terrept to their general use if potential problems are not re-

-solved. It is expected, however, that adequate planning coupled

with legislation and public education (portraying STES as an energy

aving technology) can alleviate most problems resulting from local

regulations.

Solar Access Impacts

The "sun rights" issue or the problem of assuring continued

access to sunlight on solar collectors or.heliostats represents a

potential social impact of STES development. If continued access
%

ito sunlight is in doubt, potential STES users, investors, and in-
.

stitutional decision-makers may be hesitant to commit their re-

sources to the new technology. Similarly, changing the present

social framework to provide for sun guarantees could produce sig-

nificant modifications in existing institutions and legal rela-

tionships. The sun rights problem has been addressed by many re-

searchers, including the American Bar Foundation and individual

legal experts.

Potential responses to the need for guaranteed access to sun-

light vary from case-by-case legal actions to comprehensive zoning

or other land use- controls. Approaches used and their impact on

social institutions and solar energy use will vary both in differ-

ent situations and also with the urgency and magnitude of the

problem as solar equipment becomes more and more widely available.



and in use. Ina study on solar rights law, attorneys Kraemer

and-Felt provide a set of guidelines for evaluating the impact

of alternative Solar rights mechanisms And choosing approkiat-

actioni for specific situations.15/ this framework, sotios
should:

protect users from shadows;

promote solar energy development and use;

be politically acceptable at all levels, especially local;

complement but not replace existing remedies such as

covenants and easements;

avoid additional direct expense;

pragmatically solve specific problems arising in use, not

broad hypothetical problemP;

minimize.new bureaucratic structures and red tape;

avoid litigation between neighbors;

avoid unnecessary burdens to property owner; and developers

and

provide flexibility for changing technology.

Specific alternative mechanisms for ensuring access to sunlight are
discussed below.

Covenants and Deed Restrictions

In this alternative, landowners agree to observe certain re-

strictions on use of their land, such as foregoing structures or

vegetation which would shadow their neighbors' solar collect-

during peak sunlight hours. Covenants can be established-during de-
,

velopment, especially for large tracts, and may be incorporated

into the title document or administered by a controlling body on a
case-by-case basis. However, c---venants arrect only a small number of

units at one time, that they are unsuitable as a universal salu=

tion. Because covenants do not necessarily run with the land, they

may also cease.to apply

change hands.

or be subject to renegotiation when land

5 3-



Light and Easements

I

Easements for access tO sunlight are similar to Covenants and

may be negotiated between neighbors on the basis Of mutu)a.l agree--

mentor'financial remuneration. An easement forbiddin shading.

would be a negative rather than a Positive agreement and thus by

law it must be created by express grdnt on a case -by --case basis

rather than by implication or prescription.' The forMat of such

agreements may.be prescribed by law in some ca (e.g., in Colorado).

In general,btaining basements for Sunlight may be a costly,

,time-consuming, anduncertain process, particularly where neigh-

bors have esthetic objections or wish to protect future

soaping or development optibns. Consequently, their usefulness

is limited as a werel solution to the sun rights problem, and
e

the necessity of\obtaining such an agreement may act as a dis-

incentive to potential STES usets.

Private Nuisance Actions

Private nuisance actions based on shading traditionally have

not been successful in the United States. Actions based on the

English common law "Doctrine of Ancient Lights," which stated

that an owner had a right to light falling cross his neighbor's

property if he had enjoyed its use for a p riod of 40 years, have

been interpreted as unsuitable in America, where rapid change and
2/

development have been prime characteristics of national life.-
1

Private nuisance actions must instead demonstrate that collector

shading results from malice and ill will and/or constitutes ir-
fi

reparable action causing greater harm '1 In that expected from en-
/

joining the defendant's activity, cri which will be difficult
_

to satisfy in many cases. 15,16/ In general, private nuisance ac-

tions have doubtful value as a solar protection. The right to

free use and development of property is generally given high value

in the United States, while solar nuisance suits would promote

litigation between neighbors, burden owners and users, increase

direct expenses, and provide at best only a case-by-case solution

to collector shading problems.
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Eminent Domain

Federal, State, and local governments havefthe power to author-

ize the takipgof property for public use, and several researchers

have iuggested.that the-government might have the tower to ckdemn

airspace-for said or lease to STES users sing eminent domain

powers. There is some question whether such taking would be far

a lesitimate public use, as the immediat benefit would goilo pri-

vate users despite the ultimate impact on national energy and.

envi onmental resources; however, there, is some precedent for

suc a broad interpretation,-particularly-in the development of

the urban renewal- concept. Questions of interpretation Aside,r
this approach would have several undesirable impacts in that ex-

tensive bureaucratic action is required, complex mechanisms for

determining the dollar value of condemned airspace must be developed,

and the requirement qf public-use as opposed to mere benefit would

require that collectors or-heliostats actually be installed at

condemned locations. Consequently, condemnation would provide for

specific solar installations but would not provide for a general .

right to use sunlight if desired.

At the same time, owners and developers would be unduly blocked

from using all lands in a condemned tract, even though many areas-

would not block potential collector sites. Enforcement of condem-

nation proceedings would tend to cause litigation between neighbors

and require establishment of regulations which could be politically

unacceptable to local officials.

A final impact of this approach would be the heavy involvement

of government in crucial decisions about STES size, characteristics,

and location, thereby weakening independent development of solar

total energy systems by private industries and individuals.



e. Zoning and -Land Use Control

"Three-dimensional zoning," or extension of zoning regulations

to i_clude control of shading on.other9' property, has been pro-

posed -ae,aproxiectiVe'1140act of widespread solar energy develop-

ment. Such plans might 19651de fOr controls On allowable shading

at critical periods, with ypriance procedures tarA-eventundue

hardships. Some zoning plans already include provisions for*s.de-

quate light and air (Colorado) Other zoning analogs Would include.

height controls and esthetic zoning for historic districts.

Crucial requirements-for sunlightzoning controls would be--fhe

demonstration of-public as opposed to piivate benefits, cleaiL and

specific wording of regulations, and equal and uniform application

of restrictions within each'zone.15/ Drawbackd to such regulations

would include vulnerability to challenge hs an undue burden on

property owners and the need for complex administrative structures.

Much litigation would probably be generated. Sunlight zoning

would be likely to raise severe political opposition on the basis

of limitations on the free use and detelopment of land. Several

researchers have suggested using transferable development rights

or density bonuses, compensating developers who are prevented from

free use of land at some locations by allowing wilder land uses or

greater density at others.

Despite their drawbacks, zoning controls may be a significant

element in determining the ultimate _impact of solar energy. Com-

prehensivegoning plans may provide a framework to accommodate the

Increasing trend of enlarging public benefit concepts to include

energy and environmental considerations:- As solar total energy

system use reaches significant proportions in specific localities,

local zoning actions may be a useful mechanism for providing access

to sunlight.

Subdivision requiremeAs are land use controls similar to
f4

zoning rules which are imposed on developers of large tracts by

local government to compensate for community growth. Typical pro-
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$
visions are for' open space,-scho. o* roads, and sanitary facilities._

t_
i

_ t_,Thedt requirements Might. be enlarged AD nclude_provisionsfor*

STES capabilities and'shade,protections. Although subdivision

requirements tend to-be more flexible than zoning laws, they are

similarly prospective and local in nature. -

Public nuisance Actions

/

Public nuisance egillations are based on the lice powers of

State and local government and most State criminal codes define

.specific, acts of public nuisance and provide.for their ab tement.

A public nuisance is generally defined as the "doing of the

failure to do something that injuriously affects the sa ty, health,

or morals of the public or

the public generally. .15/

nuisance law represents the

causes hurt, inconVenience-or damage to

Kraether and Felt feel that pub

best and simplest ,way to protect sour'

collectors from shading by other property uses. Protection of

solar energy use

alternatives and

damaging fuels.

would preserve the community by providing energy

reducing dependence on scarce or environmentally

Unlike zoning, public nuisance regulations are if

also less vulnerable to constitutional challenge on the basis of

'undue taking of property or equal justice and due process provisions.

Only structures which actually created shading problems would be

affected. Finally, expanded bureaucratic processes or public

court actions would be minimized.

Kraemer and Felt provide a model solar law defining shadows

on a solar collector as a public nuisance and specifying appli-

cable equipment, times of day, and sources of shadow. A municipal

ordinance similar to Kraemer and Felt's proposed law is presently

under study by the City of Virginia Beach, Viyginia. 17/ This or-

dinance forbids shading of public beaches on the Atlantic Ocean

or Chesapeake Bay during peak periods of sunlight and recreational

use. Although this ordinance was designed to protect r motional

values, it is being observed by many solar enthusiasts as a-po en-

tial model for solar collector protection as well.
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In summary, most sources consulted have not encountered sig-

nificant conflict. between solar techndlogy use and the existing
-

social infrastructure. However, more conflicts are foreseen as

solar use becom more widespread.. While solar tota energy

eystems are rela ively rare, case-by-case solutions such as cove-

nants-and easeme is or pilivate nuisance actions would be the most

prominent social Bro-'er measures such-as,zoning and- pub-

1-z nuisance regulations ma evolve as the-number of STES in'tal-

lations and potential conflicts increase. MeanWhile, such

impacts must_be addressed in order to minimize their- action -as

disincentives to long term solar development and planning.

Mast authorities agree that the greatest institutional Impacts

of solar energy development will occur at the local,level. Con-

sequently, the amount and quality .of information on solar-tech-,

nologiea and their social implic ions will continue to be a crucial

ctor in determining social impacts. Public education at the

community level could do much to remove potential social and insti-

tutional barriers to solar total energy system deployment.



A. introduction

. VTION

NEPA DOCUMENT WOR1 PLAN AND-

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROJECTS

The purpose of this-section is to lay out a prelimina-

draft work plan for environmental analysis of t1 solar total

energy system concepts under development by the Energy Research.

and Development,Administration. I_ addresses the preparation of

nvironmental Development Plans/ Environmental impact Assessments,

and Environmental Impact Statements as well as the conduct of

basic and applied research supportive of developing a better under-

standing of the environmental attributes of STES.

The work scheduled in this report should not be construed as

official plans of either.the Division of Solar Energy or of ERDA

as a whole. The work shown is that identified by the contractor.

Many of of the projects identified and outlined in Section D can be

carried outside of ERDA and can be handled in a variety of ways.

The scheduled work does not take into account breakthroughs or

findings which may result in the need for reductions or expansions

in effort and it may -not reflect specific work already underway

in the public or private sectors.

B. Description of NEPA Documents

1, Background

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) imple-

mented by Executive Order on March 5, 1970, and the guidelines of

the Council on Environmental Quality of August 1, 1973, require

that all agencies of the Federal government prepare detailed en-

vironmental statements on major Federal actions significantly



affeqtingthe quality of the anfenvir nment. The objective of

NEPA is to build into the ederal agency decision-making process,

at the earliest possible pint, an appropriate and careful con-

sideration of all environmen al aspects. of a proposed action

order that adverse environ e _1 effects Tay be avoided or minimized.

In carrying out-thi4 mandate, ea h agency of the government

has set out a policy and procedures for implementing these re-

quirements. ERDA currently operates under official guidelines

originally established by and for the now defunct Atomic Energy

Commission. In an effort to up-date and reorient the:guidelines

to meet ERDA's need, alternative guidelines are now being prepared

within ERDA.

Although the proposed revisions have yet to be finalized or

adopted, because the proposed changes are so extensive and this

document is to serve a an input to a future agency planning effort,

for purposes of this analysis the most recent proposed revision

(November 1, 1976) has been used to represent the future official

guidelines. The discussion of NEPA report requirements and

recommended work schedule is predicated on the guidance provided

in the November lidraft revision.

The backbone of ERDA's NEPA compliance program is the prepar-

ation and review (by the agency and the public) of documents ad-

dressing the environmental aspects of programs and projects of

the ag6ncy. :Three types of documents are particularly important.

These are Environmental Development Plans (EDP's), Environmen al

Impact Assessments (EIA't), and Environmental Impact Statements

(EIS's ). Each is described below.

2. Environmental Development Plans

An Environmental Development Plan (EDP) is the basic ERDA

management document for the planning, budgeting, managing, and re-

viewing of the broad environmental implications for each energy
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technology alterkative for each -major ERDA research, development,

and derdonstration and commercialization program. The EDP is

designed to identify environmental issues, problems, and concerns

as early as possible during the program's development; to analyze

the availabl data and assess the current state of knowledge re-

lated to each Issue, problem and concern; to set forth strategies

to resolve these; to set forth the processes by which the public

is involved in identification alit resolution of these issues,

problems, and concerns; and to designate significant milestones

for resolution of these issues, problems, and concerns. The timing

of the EDP's milestones-reflect the sequencing of the technology

development. The EDP's, once completed, are made available to the

-4

public-;

Environmental Impact Assessments

An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a writte_ report

prepared by an Assistant Administrator or an ERDA program office,

which evaluates the environmental impacts of proposed ERDA actions

to assure that environmental values are considered at the earliest

meaningful point in the decision-making process. Based upon this

evaluation, ERDA determines whether or not an environmental im-

pact statement should be prepared. The EIA is intended to be

a brief, factual, and objective document describing the proposed

action; the environment which may be impacted; the potential

environmental impacts during construction, operations, and

site restoration; potential conflicts with Federal, State, re-

gional, or local plans; and the environmental implications of

alternatives.

4 Environmental Impact Statemen__

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is a 'document prepared

the earliest meaningful point in the decision-making process
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which analyzes the-lticipated environmental impacts-of proposed

ERDA actions and of reasonably available -_ ternatives. It reflects

responsible public and governmental view and concerns. EIS's

are prepared in response to plans in the program EDP or after the

review of an EIA which identifies potentially significant impacts.

The EIS goes throtgh a specific preparation process involving

agency and public review.

The EIS goes through four steps during its preparation.

The preliminary draft is reviewed within ERDA; the draft is dis-

tributed to the public for review and comment; the preliminary

final,incorporating comments submitted to ERDA in-response to the

draft,is reviewed within ERICA; and the final EIS is issued reflect-

ina the agency's final review and deliberations. This final EIS

is then officially filed with the Council on Environmental Quality

and distributed to the public. Except in special cases, n- ERDA

action subject to EIS preparation can be taken sooner than 0 days

after the final EIS has been issued.

EIS's can be prepared coye-r4ng programs, projects, or the use

of ERDA pcilities. In each case the document must reflect the

utilization of a systematic interdisciplinary approach which will

insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and

the environmental design arts.

The report includes a description of the existing envionment and

a description and environmental analysis of the prOposed action and

its alternatives, including an analysis of resource requirements and

land use implications. There is a specific review of the unavoidable

adverse environmental effects and a comparison of the advantages and

disadvantages of the proposed action and it alternatives.

C. NEPA Document Work Plan

Figure V-1 presents an environmental work schedule for various

solar total energy systefm projects. Also included is a schedule

for various research projects which are proposed below.
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FIGURE V-1
SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTE

WORK ELEMENT

NEPA DOCUMENTS

UHL Baracks
STES #1

STES #2

STES #3

STES#4

RESEARCH PROJECTS

(1) MVO Site Monitoring
(2) Safety Study
(3) jndustry Regulation

(4) orking Fluid Toxicity Study

(5) Ch mical Waste Disposal

(6) Consumer/Utility Interactions
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D. Research and Development Projects

Through the preparation of EEA' s environmental survey _cif the

ERDA solar total energy system program, a wide range of environmental

issues ere identified which could not be adequately analyzed within

the context of this study due to the complexity of.the problems,

the general lack of necessary research data, and the level of ef-

fort and schedule of the EEA stud'. This section identifies

specific follow-up research projects which the EEA staff felt were

critical to the understanding of the environmental consequences of

large scale,. deployment of solar total energy systems and which are

not likely to be specifically or adequately addressed solely in

the preparation of NEPA documents. Many other research projects

were identified niuring:EEA's study. This list represents a con-

densation and trimming ). dowp of draft lists to those projects which

are felt to be of ,greatest importance to the advancement of solar

total energy system use and )the associated decision-making process

within the Federal government.

1. Monitoring of Climatological and Ecological,

Parameters at the 10 MWe Solar Thermal Electric Pilot plant

Prior to op- eation of the 10 MWe facility, monitoring shall
take place to characterize the physical/chemical charac-
teristics of soil and groundwater at the site. Local flora
and fauna shall also be characterized at the site and an
adjacent "similar" site.

During operation of the facility these parameters shall be
intermittently re-Ovaluated to determine the net impact of
heliostat emplacement and operation on the rite and extent
Tf change in soil conditions, post construction flora and
fauna repopulation, water balance at the soil/air interface,
and potential climatological perturbations.

Safety Procedures for Fabric Lion, Transport, Construction,

and (TheraL1411 of Heliostats 1 DifrihuLE?d Collectors

Develop control measures (hardware and operational) which
will minimize or alleviate hazards due to misdirected light

t 1r by hetiosLoLs and collectors during all phases
of IiitIic i i I ubrlcuLion and ns

6



Assess the cost and effectiveness of spef&ific safety pro-
cedures which might be applied to residential and commercial
solar thermal electric facilities.

Develop a training program and handbook to be used in pre-
paring workers and operators who will deal with the use and
handling of heliostats.

3. Regulation of the Solar Industries

As the various solar technologies move into large scale com-

mercialization, responsibility for insurance of equipment depen-

dability, efficency, durability, and safety will fall both on the

government and the induiktry. This study would:

Identify the current mechanism of governmental or private
regulation of the solar technology industries and their
conventional technology counterpart(s).

Assess the adequacy of current and future regulatory mech-
anisms, in particular, the extent to which self-regulation
is likely and will be adequate.

Develop and analyze alternative regulatory options available
to government (Federal, State, local) and industry (through
associations) to 'insure the quality of solar technology
products and to determine legal liability precedents and
the impact on the insurance industry.

4. Liquid Working F11-_.id Additives Toxicity /Contamination

Analysis

Survey all working fluid additives to identify chemical com-
position, range of concentrations likely to be found in
water based working:,fluid, and reason for using additive.

Analyze various paths for entry of working fluid into the
individual dome tic' water supply and estimate possible con-
centrations in the drinking water supply.

Review effects information to determine type of effect severity
of single or mLltiple doses incurred prior to detection of
the leak (due to water taste or system failure) .

For those contaminants which present a risk, evaluate con-
trol strategies which might include:

-=;Lo or color india. of a lea



a leak detection system' and or

-- redesign to prevent leaks from occuring; and

elimination of additive or use of an alternative
additive.

5. Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal

Analyze alternative methods for treatment and disposal
of used storage salts and working fluid removed
from STES systems during maintenance or repair.

For each approach estimate cost, labor requirements, and net
environmental impact, and determine whether regulations of finan-
cial incentives will '-ye needed to insure adequate imple-
mentation.

Consumer /Utility Relations

Analyze the shift in electricity demand which can result
from solar total energy system use.

Determine the impact this shift will have on utility in-
dustry capital requirements and operating costs.

Identify alternative pricing mechanisms for distributing
electricity generating.costs to STES users and non -solar
customers.

Identify mechanisms avialable to the government to insure
that pricing structures which are adopted do not place
severe or untair costs on a lyarticular consumer group
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